


1.   9 Meter collapsible tower

2.   2000 Watt Solar Array

3.   600 Watt LED System

4.   66000 Lumens

5.   MPPT Charge Controller

6.   24V or 48V 1200 AH AGM Battery Bank

Brighter energy is the future and solar light towers are a smarter, 

cheaper alternative to traditional diesel light towers. Brighter solar 

light towers are built to perform in every environment. From 

construction sites to mining camps. Brighter can provides all kinds 

of reliable, bright lighting.

WhetherWhether your need for lighting and security is temporary or 

long-term, Brighter manufactures portable light towers to fit your 

needs. These towers range from small units fitting in the back of a 

truck, to large self-contained trailers, boasting 400 watts of power 

and 44000+ lumens. Better yet, Solight can manufacture any trailer 

to meet your size, power and light requirements, we customize.

No more maintenance. No more fueling No more sound and smells.

The portable light tower is the most efficient and environmentally friendly option on the market for construction and work sites, government 

and state agencies, mining ectors,road work, weddings, outside events, golf courses, parking lots and anywhere else you might need light, 

power or surveillance remotely.

Solar light towers range from 100 watt to 1500 watt towers and can be customized to fit your specific needs.

powerpower is the only option. Brighter's Wide Area Long Lasting LED Floodlight Mobile Solar Power Portable LED Light Towers provides light 

without noise, and without aht Brighter's Solar Light Towers are ideal for Outdoor Night Operation or Work, especial for where electricity is out 

of reach, and/or in application where noise is an issue, siler external power supply. The energy-efficient LEDs on these solar light towers are 

powered by batteries, which are charged automatically via adjustable solar panels. Our Solar Power LED lights mounted on Mobile solar light 

towers are with latest LED technology in this industry. It is a must for local traffic management, roadwork safety, etc.

Designed as a low voltage LED Light Tower, the Portable Solar Light Tower introduces a difference in night-time lighting. Green, 

efficient, and noiseless lighting can be placed nearly anywhere and is self maintaining.

Silent led lighting solar light towers
BRIGHTER's Solar Light Towers are ideal for Outdoor Night Operation or Work, especial for where electricity is out of reach, and/or in 

application where noise is an issue, silent power is the only option. Brighter's Wide Area Long Lasting LED Floodlight Mobile Solar Power 

Portable LED Light Towers provides light without noise, and without an external power supply. The energy-efficient LEDs on these solar light 

towers are powered by batteries, which are charged automatically via adjustable solar panels. Our Solar Power LED lights mounted on 

Mobile solar light towers are with latest LED technology in this industry. It is a must for local traffic management, roadwork safety, etc


